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2Abstract
The use of a very large number of antennas at the base station sites (referred to as Massive MIMO)
is one of the most promising approaches to cope with the predicted wireless data traffic explosion.
Following the current wireless technology trend of moving to higher frequency bands and denser cell
deployments, a large number of antennas can be implemented within a small form factor even in small-
cell base stations. Envisioned scenarios involve heterogeneous networks (comprised of base stations with
different powers, numbers of antennas and multiplexing gain capabilities) serving user traffic with often
highly non-homogeneous user density. A key system optimization problem in such networks consists of
associating users to base stations such that congestion is avoided and the available wireless infrastructure
is efficiently used.
In this paper, we consider the user-cell association problem for a massive MIMO heterogeneous
network. We formulate the problem as a network utility maximization, where the network utility is a
function of the users’ long-term average rates (per-user throughputs). Under a massive-MIMO specific
system model, we show that optimizing the activity fractions between user-BS pairs problem is a convex
problem that can be solved efficiently by centralized sub-gradient algorithms. Furthermore, we show that
such a solution is physically realizable, in the sense that there exists a scheduling sequence approaching
arbitrarily closely the optimal activity fractions.
We also consider a decentralized user-centric scheme, where each user has a positive probability
to switch cell association if the utility expected from a different base station is higher than the utility
achieved from the currently associated one. We formulate a non-cooperative association game and show
that its pure-strategy Nash equilibria must be close to the global optimum of the centralized problem.
We also show that, under certain technical conditions that we refer to as heavy-loaded network, if the
centralized global optimum consists of a unique association (i.e., no user has positive activity fraction to
more than one base station), then this association is a pure-strategy Nash equilibrium of the corresponding
user-centric association game. Based on previously known results, we also have that the proposed user-
centric decentralized probabilistic scheme converges to a pure-strategy Nash equilibrium with probability
1, for the practically relevant cases of proportional fairness and max-min fairness utility functions. Hence,
our user-centric algorithm is attractive not only for its simplicity and fully decentralized implementation,
but also because it operates near the system social optimum.
Index Terms
Massive MIMO, Heterogeneous Wireless Networks, Scheduling, User-Cell Station Association.
3I. INTRODUCTION
With the proliferation of mobile devices and services, industry predicts that the wireless data traffic
is going to increase by two to three orders of magnitude within a decade [1]. Although the definition
of the next generation of systems and standards is at its initial phase, it is widely agreed that the next
generation of wireless networks, generally referred to as “5G”, will involve a combination of multiuser
MIMO technology, cell densification, and heterogeneous architectures based on nested tiers of smaller
and smaller cells operating at higher and higher frequencies, in order to target traffic hot-spots [2]. These
trends have motivated the recent surge of research on massive and dense deployment of base station
antennas, both in the form of Massive MIMO schemes, with hundreds of antennas at each cell site
[3]–[5], and in the form of multi-tier networks of densely deployed small-cells [6], [7].
Massive MIMO promises dramatic increases in spectral efficiency by transmitting independent data
streams simultaneously to multiple users sharing the same transmission resource (time-frequency slot).
The massive MIMO regime [3]–[5] distinguishes itself from classical multiuser MIMO [8], [9] by the
fact that the number of served users is significantly less than the (very large) number of base station
antennas. Operating in Time-Division Duplexing (TDD) mode, massive MIMO can provide very large
spectral efficiencies, simple per-cell processing, and very attractive power efficiency due to the large array
gain [3]. Thanks to the higher and higher carrier frequencies [10], it is possible to implement massive
MIMO even in relatively small base stations within a reasonable form factor. Hence, it is envisaged that
massive MIMO will not just be applied to large tower-mounted base stations, but also used in conjunction
with small cells [11].
The heterogeneous wireless network framework mentioned above may include some of the following
features: 1) base stations that may differ significantly by transmit power, number of antennas, and
multiplexing gain (e.g., see [12] and references therein); 2) non-homogeneous user spatial distribution,
characterized by high-density hot-spots separated by less dense regions [13]; 3) Due to the large beam-
forming gain of massive MIMO, a user may be in good SINR conditions with respect to several base
stations. As a consequence, the rationale that has driven for decades the conventional cellular system
design and optimization, based on symmetric lattice-deployed cells (see for example [3]–[5]) and/or
(roughly) uniform number of users per cell (e.g., see [14] and references therein), must be abandoned in
favor of more efficient schemes that include user-cell association into the optimization problem.
In conventional technologies, the user-cell association is decided on the basis of the so-called Reference
Signal Received Power (RSRP), possibly in combination with Reference Signal Received Quality (RSRQ)
4(see [13] for details). In short, these are measures of the signal strength measured on a load-independent
reference beacon signal sent by each base station [15]. Such association does not take into account the
actual load of base stations, i.e., the number of associated users per downlink data stream, and may be
arbitrarily suboptimal in a heterogeneous scenario. “Biasing” is a commonly proposed method to cope
with cell or user density asymmetries, where the RSRP is artificially scaled by a bias term that depends on
the type of base station [15], [16] in order to inherently steer users to associate with close small-cell base
stations, thereby “off-loading” congested macro-cells. Nevertheless, biasing methods are either heuristic
or are based on some average performance metrics, where averaging is over the random placement of
users and base station according to stochastic geometry models [14]–[17]. Furthermore, biasing attempts
to balance user traffic across tiers, but not within each tier. In contrast, here we seek pointwise optimal
user-cell association, i.e., for any given placement of users and base stations.
A. Contributions
In this paper, we focus on the problem of optimal user-cell association for the downlink of a het-
erogeneous wireless network (including the features said above) with massive MIMO base stations.
Our problem formulation captures the fact that, in modern data-oriented systems with OFDMA/TDMA
scheduling, not all users are simultaneously served on all the transmission resources (time-frequency
slots). Hence, what matters is not the user instantaneous rate or SINR level, achieved at any given time-
frequency slot, rather the long-term average rate, referred to hereafter as per-user throughput. It is also
important to notice that, in realistic network topologies, users have different distances and propagation
conditions (path-loss) with respect to the base stations. Hence, maximizing the network spectral efficiency
(user sum rate) typically yields unacceptable per-user performance, since this may lead to a large number
of users located in unfavorable positions (e.g., at the cell edges) with near-zero throughput (see [5],
[18], [19]). Motivated by the above observations, we formulate the system optimization problem as a
rigorous Network Utility Maximization (NUM), where the fairness criterion is reflected by the choice
of the network utility function. Instead of focusing on the per-slot instantaneous user rates, our network
utility is a function of the user throughputs. It should be noticed that fairness across the users is often
implicitly assumed by considering equal user air-time, as for example in [3], [4]. Since equal air-time is
just one of the many possible fairness criteria, here we take a more systematic approach, which includes
equal air-time as a special case.
It is well-known that solving the general joint user-cell association, precoding vectors design, and power
allocation problem is NP-hard [20], [21]. Instead, in this paper we heavily exploit the specific system
5simplification occurring in the massive MIMO regime [3]–[5]. While in general the user instantaneous
rates are functions of the multiuser MIMO precoding scheme, of the base station power allocation, and of
the MIMO channel matrix realization (e.g., see [22]), in a massive MIMO system the instantaneous rates
converge to easily computable deterministic limits Rk,j that depend only on the overall system topology
(path gains between base stations user k) and system configuration (pilot signal allocation, transmit power,
number of antennas and number of downlink data streams of the base stations), but are independent of
the other users’ cell association (see details in Appendix A). It follows that the massive MIMO regime
induces decoupling and symmetrization of the user instantaneous rates, yielding a dramatic simplification
of the NUM problem, which turns out to be convex with respect to the user activity fractions, i.e., the
fractions αk,j of transmission resources over which user k is served by base station j. Furthermore,
we prove that the solution to this convex problem is physically realizable in the following sense: there
exists a feasible schedule consisting of a sequence of integer scheduling configurations (see definition in
Section II) such that, by time-sharing these configurations, the time-averaged user rates converge to the
globally optimal throughput vector.
While our NUM solution is optimal, its implementation as an on-line protocol requires centralized
computation and coordination across the base stations. This may be undesirable in practice. Then, we
also consider a fully decentralized user-centric scheme similar to [23], where each user has a positive
probability to switch cell association if the utility expected from a different base station is higher than the
utility achieved from the currently associated one. In particular, we formulate a related non-cooperative
association game where the users are the players, and the base stations operate according to a local
resource allocation rule that determines the users’ utility. By studying the KKT conditions of the global
optimization problem and comparing them with the conditions under which the best-response strategy of
the game makes all users keep their current association, we prove that the pure-strategy Nash equilibria of
such a game must be very close to the global optimum of the centralized problem. Furthermore, we prove
that, under certain technical conditions that we refer to as heavy-loaded network, if the centralized global
optimum consists of a unique association (i.e., no user has positive activity fraction to more than one
base station), then this association is a pure-strategy Nash equilibrium of the corresponding user-centric
association game. Based on [23], we also have that the proposed user-centric decentralized scheme
converges to a Nash equilibrium with probability 1, for the practically relevant cases of proportional
fairness (PF) and hard fairness (HF). Hence, our user-centric algorithm is attractive not only for its
simplicity and fully decentralized implementation, but also because its operates near the system social
optimum.
6B. Related work
The need for efficient user-cell association schemes for heterogeneous networks, beyond what is
currently done for regular/uniform user density deployments, is clearly stated in standard documents
such as [13].
The literature on the broad topic of user-cell association is vast, and several approaches targeted to
different performance metrics and system assumptions have been proposed. Providing a compressive
coverage of such large body of works would be out of the scope of this paper. Therefore, we shall focus
only on the works that more directly relate to ours.
Joint power allocation and user-cell association for the purpose of minimizing the total power subject
to target user SINR constraints has been widely studied in the framework of CDMA power-controlled
networks [24]–[26]. This approach assumes that all users, on any time-frequency slot, must maintain a
certain target instantaneous rate, SINR level or, more in general, QoS constraint (see [27]). While this
may be relevant for CDMA systems, where users continuously transmit (uplink) or receive (downlink),
it is not meaningful in the case of OFDMA/TDMA systems with scheduling, where the instantaneous
rate of a user is zero on the slots on which it is not scheduled.
Several works have considered the problem of joint user-cell association, beamforming vector design
and power allocation. This problem was shown to be NP-hard [20], [21], [28] and approximate solution
methods have been proposed. Our work differs from this line of works because the network utility
function used in there is a function of the user instantaneous rates, and the optimization of the powers
and beamforming vectors is based on the instantaneous realization of the channel matrices (see Appendix
A). The complex channel coefficients change over time according to the channel coherence time, which
may range from a few tens of ms for slowly moving users in systems operating in the 2-5 GHz bands, to
less than 1 ms for systems operating at mm-waves (e.g., 20-60 GHz [10], [11]). It follows that optimizing
user-cell association, beamforming vectors and powers on the basis of such rapidly varying channel state
information is highly impractical, beyond leading to mathematically involved and computationally hard
problems.
In [29], the problem of user-cell association was considered for a particular model of a multi-cell
network operating at mm-waves (60 GHz). It is assumed that each user and base station are equipped
with a steerable antenna and that, for a given association, such antennas point perfectly at each other such
that they achieve a certain desired gain while rejecting perfectly the interference from other base stations.
This leads to deterministic and decoupled instantaneous user rates Rk,j. In this respect, this system model
7is similar to ours, where in our case the decoupled and deterministic user instantaneous rates follow from
the massive MIMO regime (see Section II and Lemma 1). However, the problem formulation in [29]
is completely different from ours, since the goal in [29] consists of minimizing the maximum per-base
station load, subject to target user throughput demands. This is a load-balancing problem, while here we
solve a NUM problem where the user throughputs are not assigned as a constraint, but are the result of
the optimization. In addition, [29] does not apply to a system employing multiuser MIMO at each base
station, where multiple users can be served simultaneously by a single base station on each slot.
In [17], a multi-tier heterogeneous network with base stations that can possibly use multiuser MIMO is
considered, and the problem of user-cell association is treated from a stochastic geometry viewpoint. Base
stations in each tier and users are randomly distributed over the system area according to Poisson point
processes, and an expression for the user SINR averaged over the stochastic base station/user placement
is obtained, Based on such expression, a biasing scheme is proposed in order to induce load-balancing
between tiers, assuming that users connect to the base station with the strongest received signal. While the
overall motivation and system view (a heterogeneous wireless network with multi-antenna base stations)
is clearly related to ours, the treatment of the problem is clearly completely different. Here, we obtain
a pointwise global optimum solution for the users’ throughput for a given (arbitrary) placement of the
users and base stations, while in [17], a heuristic biasing scheme is obtained on the basis of an SINR
performance indicator, with averaging over the ensemble of stochastic placements.
Our problem formulation is to some extent related to that of [16]. However, [16] assumes that each
base station applies a local PF criterion, and the optimization is given in terms of integer (binary 0-1)
association variables. The resulting integer-programming problem is relaxed, and a subgradient method,
which can also be seen as an on-line iterative protocol, is proposed. The same problem is considered
in [30], where Lagrangian duality is used in order to circumvent the integer programming problem, and
the dual problem is solved via a coordinate descent method, without the need for relaxation. Notice that
the problem formulation in [16], [30] applies only to base stations serving a single user per slot (no
multiuser MIMO), and uniquely to the case where each base station applies, independently of the others,
a local PF policy giving equal air-time to its associated users. In contrast, our problem is formulated for
a global network utility function (which includes PF at the whole network level) and our NUM problem
is convex in nature, not requiring any convex relaxation.
On a separate thread, [23] proposes a user-centric game-theoretic approach to the association problem,
which is completely decentralized. The associated randomized algorithm (which can be turned into an
on-line protocol) is shown to converge to a Nash equilibrium under certain conditions on the per-user
8utility function. The Pareto efficiency of the Nash equilibria is studied, but it is not a priori clear whether
such operating points are close to any well-defined global system optimality (social welfare). Our user-
centric scheme is closely related to the scheme of [23]. However, we consider a more general class
of user-centric utility functions reflecting a desired notion of local (per-cell) fairness, and we show the
non-trivial fact that the corresponding user-centric schemes operate near the system social optimum of
the corresponding network-wide utility function.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM DEFINITION
We consider a system formed by J base stations (BSs) serving K single antenna users, distributed
over a given area. We use j P J “ t1, 2, . . . , Ju and k P K “ t1, 2, . . . ,Ku to index base stations
(BSs) and users respectively. Each BS schedules transmissions over contiguous time-frequency slots, each
comprising a block of OFDM subcarriers and symbols.1 We use the commonly accepted and widely used
block-fading channel model [3]–[5], [22] and distinguish between large-scale and small-scale effects.
The large-scale channel coefficients are functions of the BS-user distance and shadowing. The small-
scale effects are modeled as Rayleigh fading coefficients that remain constant within each slot. We let
Mj denote the number of antennas at BS j, and Sj denote the number of downlink data streams that
BS j can transmit on any given slot, i.e., Sj is the multiplexing gain of BS j and the ratio Sj{Mj is the
corresponding spatial load. We assume TDD operation with reciprocity-based channel state estimation
[3], [5]. Hence, every BS antenna in the vicinity of user k can estimate its downlink channel coefficient
to user k from the uplink pilot transmitted by user k. This enables the training of large antenna arrays
(e.g., Mj " 1) with training overhead proportional to Sj . [3].
A. Instantaneous rates and user throughput in massive MIMO systems
Consider the rate Rk,jptq that can be reliably transmitted from BS j to user k over a given slot t. This
is referred to as instantaneous user rate. In general, Rk,jptq depends on both large scale and small scale
effects, and in particular on the realization on slot t of the Mj ˆSj channel matrix between the antenna
array of BS j and the antennas of the Sj users scheduled on slot t (see Appendix A). Let jkptq denote
the index of the BS to which user k is associated at slot time t, and let Sjptq denote the set of Sj users
scheduled by BS j on slot t. The sequence tjptq : t “ 1, 2, . . .u with jptq “ pj1ptq, . . . , jKptqq P JK
1For example, in LTE [31], resource blocks are 7 OFDM symbols long (corresponding to a duration of 0.5 ms), and 12
subcarriers wide (corresponding to a bandwidth of12ˆ 15kHz “ 180kHz).
9is referred to as an association sequence. Notice that, in general, the number of users associated to a
given BS j at any time t may be different from the BS spatial multiplexing gain Sj . In particular, if
|tk : jkptq “ ju| ă Sj , then some downlink data streams are not used, while if |tk : jkptq “ ju| ě Sj
then the BS will schedule Sj out of the possible associated users to be served on slot t. We refer to the
users scheduled on a given slot as the active users, and let Sjptq denote the set of active users of BS j
at time t. The sequence tpS1ptq, . . . ,SJptqq : t “ 1, 2, . . .u is referred to as an activation sequence.
For a given association sequence tjptqu and activation sequence tpS1ptq, . . . ,SJptqqu, the throughput
of user k is defined as the limit of the time-averaged scheduled instantaneous rate:2
rk “ lim
TÑ8
1
T
Tÿ
t“1
Rk,jkptqptq ˆ 1tk P Sjkptqptqu, (1)
whenever this limit exists (in the sense of convergence in probability [32]). In this work, we restrict to
ergodic stationary systems obeying the following assumptions:
A1) The large-scale channel coefficients are constant in time;
A2) The small-scale Rayleigh fading coefficients evolve across different slots according to a stationary
and ergodic process with given time-frequency correlation.
A3) The user-cell association policy and scheduling policy at each BS is such that the limit (1) exists.
While A2) is a very common assumption in wireless communications [31], assumption A1) holds locally,
assuming users with low mobility with respect to the time scale over which we observe the network.
Under A1) and A2), assumption A3) is immediately verified by stationary policies, i.e., policies that that
determine the user-BS association and sets of active users as a function of the the channel coefficients
on each slot t.
At this point, we bring in the fundamental system simplification due to the massive MIMO regime
with per-BS processing [3]. In our system, the user achievable instantaneous rates Rk,jptq are given by
the following result:
Lemma 1. For given large-scale channel coefficients and assuming that the small-scale Rayleigh fading
obeys the mild assumptions in [3]–[5], there exist deterministic quantities tRk,ju such that Rk,jptq a.s.Ñ
Rk,j , for all k P K and j P J as Mj , Sj Ñ 8 with fixed spatial load Sj{Mj “ νj ě 0. Furthermore,
tRk,ju are functions of the system parameters but are independent of the user-cell association and of the
active user set.
2We denote the indicator function of a condition A as 1tAu.
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Proof: The proof is a consequence of the large-system analysis based on asymptotic random matrix
theory developed in [3]–[5] for massive MIMO multi-cell systems. For the sake of completeness, in
Appendix A we provide explicit expressions (taken from [4], [5]) for the user instantaneous rates tRk,ju
under various system assumptions.
As a consequence of Lemma 1, we have
Corollary 1. Under the assumptions of Lemma 1 and the system assumption A3), the limit in (1) is given
by
rk “
ÿ
jPJ
αk,jRk,j, @ k P K (2)
where αk,j “ limTÑ8 |tt:kPSjptqu|T denotes the limit of the fraction of slots on which user k is served by
BS j (activity fraction).
Proof: It is sufficient to write
1
T
Tÿ
t“1
Rk,jkptqptq ˆ 1tk P Sjkptqptqu “
1
T
ÿ
jPJ
ÿ
t:jkptq“j
Rk,jptq ˆ 1tk P Sjptqu
“
ÿ
jPJ
Rk,j
1
T
ÿ
t:jkptq“j
1tk P Sjptqu (3)
“
ÿ
jPJ
|tt : k P Sjptqu|
T
Rk,j (4)
where (3) follows from Lemma 1 and (4) follows by re-arranging terms and by noticing that the condition
k P Sjptq implies that jkptq “ j. Then, under assumption A3) the limit of the fraction of time slots on
which user k is active on the downlink of BS j, |tt:kPSjptqu|
T
, must exist and it is denoted by αk,j. Thus,
taking the limit of (4) for T Ñ8 we find (2).
It is worthwhile to remark that the (a.s.) convergence in Lemma 1 is very quick with respect to the
Mj’s. In particular, under mild assumptions on the channel coefficients (in particular, in the assumption
of Rayleigh fading of Appendix A) a central limit theorem can be proved such that, for large but finite
Mj , the actual rate can be written as Rk,jptq “ Rk,j ` χk,jptq, where χk,jptq is a Gaussian “fluctuation”
with mean zero and variance Op1{M2j qq (see for example [33] and references therein). It follows the
asymptotic rate limits tRk,ju yield very accurate results even for large but practical values of Mj and
Sj . As a matter of fact, using the asymptotic instantaneous rate limits in lieu of the corresponding
actual quantities has become a widely accepted common practice in massive MIMO system analysis
[3]–[5]. Therefore, we shall use the limiting values tRk,ju as a useful and accurate proxy for the user
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instantaneous rates. This has the key advantage that the user throughput, of a given network topology,
depends on the activity fractions, as seen from (2). Using this fact, in the next section we shall cast the
user-cell association problem as a convex NUM with respect to the variables tαk,ju.
B. Recasting user-cell association as NUM problem
We wish to find the optimal association of users to BSs such that an overall network utility function
Uprq of the user throughputs vector r ∆“ pr1, . . . , rkq is maximized. We shall choose the network
utility function in order to achieve a desired balance between network-wide overall performance and
user fairness, reflected by the fact that no user should be given zero throughput.3 Desirable network
utility functions Uprq are concave and componentwise monotonically increasing, such that larger user
throughputs yield larger utility, but the shape of the concave function imposes the desired notion of
fairness. In this paper we consider the well-known and widely used family of utility functions defined
by [34]
Uprq “
ÿ
k
φγprkq, (5)
where
φγpxq “
$&% log x for γ “ 1x1´γ
1´γ for γ ‰ 1
(6)
and γ ě 0 is a parameter that determines the level of fairness. For example, this family includes PF (for
γ “ 1), where Uprq “ řk log rk, and HF (for γ Ñ8), where Uprq “ mink rk.
In general, we may consider arbitrary restrictions on the possible user-cell associations (e.g., some
BSs may have restricted access with respect to certain users). Then, we let Jk Ď J denote the set of
BSs which can potentially serve user k (of course, the unrestricted access Jk “ J is a special case). It
is important to notice that, though user k is served by a single BS j P Jk in any given slot, it may be
served by different BSs in Jk on different slots. Consequently, a user k can be associated fractionally
to multiple BSs in Jk. In this case, we have more than a single activity fraction αk,j : j P Jk taking
positive values. We express this notion formally through the following definitions:
3As a matter of fact, an admission control scheme at some upper layer decides which users can join the system, such that all
admitted users are given positive throughput. In practice, it is meaningless to admit users and leave them to starve with zero
throughput. While we do not treat here admission control, it is meaningful to assume that all users treated by the association
and scheduling scheme are admitted, and therefore must be served with some positive throughput.
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Definition 1. Association: A user k is said to be associated to the set of BSs J ˚k Ď Jk if αk,j ą 0 for
all j P J ˚k and αk,j “ 0 for all j P JkzJ ˚k .
Definition 2. Unique Association: A user k is said to be uniquely associated if |J ˚k | “ 1. In this case,
we denote by jk the BS to which user k is uniquely associated, i.e., J ˚k “ tjku. ♦
Notice that, even though user k is uniquely associated to BS jk, it is not necessarily served by BS jk
on all slots. For example, if αk,jk “ 0.5, then BS jk serves user k only on 50% of the slots.
Definition 3. Fractional Association: A user k is said to be fractionally associated to the set of BSs
J ˚k Ď Jk if |J ˚k | ą 1. ♦
At this point, the Network Utility Maximization (NUM) problem at hand can be expressed by:
maximize Uprq (7a)
subject to rk ď
ÿ
jPJk
αk,jRk,j, @ k P K (7b)
ÿ
kPK
αk,j ď Sj , @ j P J (7c)
ÿ
jPJ
αk,j ď 1, @ k P K (7d)
rk ě 0, αk,j ě 0, @ k P K, j P J , (7e)
where Rk,j are the user instantaneous rates given by Lemma 1, and where the optimization is with respect
to r and α ∆“ tαk,ju. An explanation of the constraints (7b)–(7e) is in order:
‚ The constraint (7b) follows from the expression of the user throughput in Corollary 1, when the set
of allowed BS is restricted to Jk, and from the fact that Up¨q is componentwise increasing, such
that the optimum is always achieved when (7b) is satisfied with equality for all k.
‚ The constraints in (7c) reflect the fact that the sum activities of all the users being served by any
given BS j cannot exceed the number of simultaneous downlink data streams Sj (multiplexing gain
constraint).
‚ The constraint (7d) simply reflects the fact that each user’s total activity fraction (over all BSs)
cannot be more than one (achieving the bound with equality means that a user is served by some
BS in every resource block).
Remark 1. An immediate consequence of the network utility function in (5) is that, for γ ě 1, the solution
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of (7) must associate all users, i.e., for all k P K it must be |J ˚k | ě 1. Otherwise, some user would have
zero throughput, yielding Uprq “ ´8. The feature that all users in the system are served with non-zero
throughput reflects the notion of fairness built into the NUM problem and it is very desirable in practice,
as we have already remarked. Therefore, from now on, we shall restrict to γ ě 1. ♦
We now give some further definitions that will be useful in the sequel.
Definition 4. Feasible Association Configuration: Any set of activity fractions tαk,ju satisfying (7c)-(7e)
is said to be a feasible association configuration. ♦
Definition 5. Integer Scheduling Configuration: A feasible association configuration is said to be an
integer scheduling configuration if αk,j P t0, 1u for all pairs pk, jq. ♦
In terms of system implementation, it is relevant to consider whether a given feasible association
configuration can be achieved as a limit, for T Ñ 8, of the empirical activity fractions resulting from
some actual association and activation sequences. In particular, we have:
Definition 6. Physically Realizability: A feasible association configuration α is said to be physically
realizable if there exist an association sequence tjptqu and an activation sequence tpS1ptq, . . . ,SJ ptqqu
such that αk,j “ limTÑ8 |tt:kPSjptqu|T for all k, j. ♦
Notice that integer scheduling configurations correspond to time-invariant association and activation
sequences. In fact, in this case the limit of the pk, jq-th activity fraction is equal to 1 if user k is perma-
nently associated and scheduled (active) on BS j, or 0 if it is not associated or it is associated but never
scheduled. Hence, it is immediate to see that if α is a convex combination of some integer scheduling
configurations, then α is physically realizable. Building on this key observation, the following result
yields the physical realizability (in the sense of Definition 6) of the feasible association configurations
of the NUM problem (7).
Theorem 1. Any feasible association configuration α is physically realizable.
Proof: See Appendix B.
We conclude this section by pointing out some observations about our NUM problem formulation and
its solution:
‚ Problem (7) is convex. We shall develop in Section III an efficient method for its solution that also
sheds light on the properties of the optimal solution.
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‚ Several seemingly similar user-cell association problems have been formulated assuming that each
user is constrained to be associated permanently to a single BS [16], [35], [36]. As a consequence, the
resulting optimization is combinatorial, since it includes an additional set of constraints restricting
the feasible association configurations to be unique associations (see Definition 2).
‚ Problem (7) can be seen as a convex relaxation of the corresponding unique association combinatorial
problem. Nevertheless, its solution can be implemented (as a consequence of Theorem 1). Hence, the
resulting optimal utility function value provides a (feasible) upper bound benchmark to any user-cell
association scheme imposing unique association, for the massive MIMO network with given user
instantaneous rates tRk,ju and BS multiplexing gains tSju.
III. CENTRALIZED SOLUTION
In order to solve the convex program (7), general purpose numerical solvers like CVX [37] or powerful
numerical methods such as the alternating direction methods of multipliers [38] can be used. However,
here we focus on solving (7) by using a direct method based on Lagrangian duality. This yields both
an efficient numerical method, able to easily handle networks with hundreds of users and tens of base
stations, and has the non-negligible advantage of illuminating the structure and properties of the solution,
which will be used to establish the near-optimality of a decentralized user-centric scheme studied in
Section IV. We first formulate the dual program of (7) for a general utility function Up¨q. We then
specialize to the class defined in (5) and develop a centralized algorithm to solve the dual program. The
optimal solution of the dual program is then used to obtain the primal variables α.
We form the Lagrangian function for the primal problem (7) by introducing the dual variables/prices
(we use the terms dual variables and prices interchangeably) β “ tβku for the constraint (7b), p “ tpju
for the constraint (7c) and λ “ tλku for the constraint (7d). Then, the Lagrangian function takes on the
form:
Lpα, r,β,p,λq “ Uprq ´
ÿ
k
βk
`
rk ´
ÿ
j
αk,jRk,j
˘´ÿ
j
pj
`ÿ
k
αk,j ´ Sj
˘
´
ÿ
k
λk
`ÿ
j
αk,j ´ 1
˘ (8)
“ Uprq ´
ÿ
k
βkrk `
ÿ
j
Sjpj `
ÿ
k
λk `
ÿ
pk,jq
αk,jpβkRk,j ´ pj ´ λkq.
(9)
The dual function is given by the maximum of the Lagrangian over the primal variables α ě 0 and
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r ě 0:
Gpβ,p,λq “ max
α,rě0
Lpα, r,β,p,λq. (10)
The value Gpβ,p,λq, for any set of non-negative dual variables, provides an upper bound on the
optimal primal objective value. The dual program finds the tightest of such upper bounds by minimizing
Gpβ,p,λq over the feasible set of dual variables [39], i.e., it is given by:
minimize Gpβ,p,λq
subject to β,p,λ ě 0.
From (9), we observe that Gpβ,p,λq “ 8 if βkRk,j ´ pj ´ λk ą 0 for some pk, jq. In the case when
βkRk,j´pj´λk ď 0 for all pk, jq, it is easy to see that Lpα, r,β,p,λq is maximized when α is chosen
such that the term
ř
pk,jq αk,jpβkRk,j ´ pj ´ λkq in (9) vanishes. From these observations, we find the
dual program equivalent form:
minimize max
rě0
#
Uprq ´
ÿ
k
βkrk
+
`
ÿ
j
Sjpj `
ÿ
k
λk (11a)
subject to βkRk,j ď pj ` λk @ pk, jq (11b)
β,p,λ ě 0. (11c)
We now particularize to the class of network utility functions in (5). Thanks to the additive form of
the network utility function, the maximization with respect to r in (11a) decomposes into the sum (over
k P K) of individual maximizations of the terms
φγprkq ´ βkrk, k P K.
Setting the derivative with respect to rk to zero, it is immediate to show that the maximum is achieved
for
rk “ β´ρk , (12)
where, for future convenience, we define ρ “ 1{γ. The corresponding (maximum) value is 1
ρ´1β
1´ρ
k for
γ ‰ 1, and ´ log βk ´ 1 for γ “ 1. We first consider in detail the case γ ‰ 1. Using (12) into (11a), we
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obtain the dual program in the form:
minimize
ÿ
j
Sjpj `
ÿ
k
λk ` 1
ρ´ 1
ÿ
k
β
1´ρ
k (13a)
subject to βk ď pj ` λk
Rk,j
@ pk, jq (13b)
β,p,λ ě 0. (13c)
The minimization over β is immediate, and yields
βk “ min
j
"
pj ` λk
Rk,j
*
. (14)
Replacing, we obtain:
minimize qGpp,λq “ÿ
j
Sjpj `
ÿ
k
λk ` 1
ρ´ 1
ÿ
k
ˆ
min
j
"
pj ` λk
Rk,j
*˙1´ρ
(15a)
subject to p,λ ě 0. (15b)
We next describe a convergent subgradient algorithm to approximate arbitrarily closely the solution to
(15). We let pppiq, λpiqq denote the value of the dual variables at the i-th subgradient iteration. The pi`1q-
th iterate is given as the i-th iterate minus an appropriately scaled adjustment along the subgradient chosen
at the current iteration [40]. The subgradient algorithm comprises the following steps:
1) Initialize pp,λq to some arbitrary positive values ppp0q,λp0qq and let i “ 0. Also choose the number
of iterations4 imax and the step sequence spiq “ ab`i with appropriately chosen constants a ą 0,
b ě 0.
2) Choose the subgradient for the i-th iteration, based on the objective function in (15a) evaluated in
the neighborhood of pppiq,λpiqq. In particular, let:5
j
piq
k “ argmax
j
Rk,j
p
piq
j ` λpiqk
, (16a)
and let
K
piq
j “
!
k P K; s.t. jpiqk “ j
)
. (16b)
The i-th iteration subgradient is based on the derivative of the term
qGpiqpp,λq “ÿ
j
Sjpj `
ÿ
k
λk ` F piqpp, λq
4Alternatively we could choose a stopping criterion for the algorithm.
5In case multiple j indices maximize Rk,j{pppiqj ` λ
piq
k q any one of these can be used.
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where
F piqpp, λq “ 1
ρ´ 1
ÿ
k
˜
p
j
piq
k
` λk
R
k,j
piq
k
¸1´ρ
“ 1
ρ´ 1
ÿ
j
ÿ
kPKpiqj
ˆ
pj ` λk
Rk,j
˙1´ρ
.
3) Taking derivatives of qGpiqpp,λq with respect to pj and λk, respectively, and the non-negativity
constraint of pj and λk, the corresponding subgradient iteration is given by
p
pi`1q
j “
»–ppiqj ` spiq
¨˝ ÿ
kPK
piq
j
R
ρ´1
k,j´
p
piq
j ` λpiqk
¯ρ ´ Sj‚˛
fifl` (16c)
λ
pi`1q
k “
»—–λpiqk ` spiq
¨˚
˝ Rρ´1k,jpiqk´
p
piq
j
piq
k
` λpiqk
¯ρ ´ 1‹˛‚
fiffifl
`
(16d)
4) If i ă imax increment i by 1 and go to step 2, else stop.
It can easily be verified that the formulas (16) also provide the corresponding subgradient algorithm
iteration updates in the case γ “ 1.
In the following, we let pp˚,λ˚q denote the dual variable values after a sufficiently large number
of iterations of (16)–(16d). Once pp˚,λ˚q have been obtained, we need to solve for the corresponding
primal variables α˚ in (7), thus obtaining the optimal association configuration and the corresponding
optimal user throughputs. First, we first discuss the KKT conditions of (7). Then, in Section III-B, we
consider the primal variables solution.
A. KKT conditions
The convex program (7) is given in canonical form with linear inequality constraints (7b)–(7e).
Therefore the Slater condition reduces to feasibility. This implies that strong duality holds and the KKT
conditions including the feasibility and the complementary slackness conditions are both necessary and
sufficient for optimality. Noticing that all variables are non-negative (for a classical argument, see [41,
Th. 4.4.1]), by taking the partial derivatives of Lpα, r,β,p,λq with respect to rk and αk,j we obtain
necessary and sufficient conditions for optimality in the form
BL
Brk “ φ
1
γprkq ´ βk ď 0 (17)
BL
Bαk,j “ βkRk,j ´ pj ´ λk ď 0 (18)
where inequalities (17)-(18) must hold with strict equality for the strictly positive components rk, αk,j ,
respectively, at the optimal points. The complementary slackness conditions are equivalently expressed
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as follows: at the optimal point, the inequalitiesÿ
kPK
αk,j ´ Sj ď 0 (19)ÿ
jPJ
αk,j ´ 1 ď 0, (20)
must hold with strict equality for all strictly positive components of p and λ, respectively. On the other
hand, for the components pj “ 0 (resp., λk “ 0), (19) (resp., (20)) may hold with strict inequality.
Let pαo, ro,βo,po,λoq denote an optimal point, i.e., a set of values for pα, r,β,p,λq that achieves the
min (w.r.t. the dual variables) of the max (w.r.t. the primal variables) of (9), and recall that we assumed
γ ě 1, implying that rok “ 0 for some k cannot be an optimal point (see Remark 1). This implies that
(17) must hold with equality at pα, r,β,p,λq “ pαo, ro,βo,po,λoq. Using the expression φ1γpxq “ x´γ ,
the definition rk “
ř
jPJk
αk,jRk,j and substituting βk “ φ1γprkq in (18) , (17)-(18) reduce toÿ
j1PJk
αok,j1Rk,j1 “
˜
Rk,j
poj ` λok
¸ρ
@ j P J ˚k ppo,λoq (21)
ÿ
j1PJk
αok,j1Rk,j1 ą
˜
Rk,j
poj ` λok
¸ρ
@ j R J ˚k ppo,λoq, (22)
where the set J ˚k ppo,λoq is given by
J ˚k ppo,λoq “
#
j :
Rk,j
poj ` λok
“ max
j1PJk
Rk,j1
poj1 ` λok
+
. (23)
Summarizing, the consistency conditions for the optimality of the activity fractions at an optimal set of
prices are as follows: for each user k P K and the sets of BSs defined in (23), we have$&% αok,j ą 0 for some j P J ˚k ppo,λ
oq
αok,j “ 0 @ j R J ˚k ppo,λoq.
(24)
Interpreting the quantity
´
Rk,j
p0j`λ
0
k
¯ρ
as the “bang-per-buck” offered by BS j to user k (a term from
economics [42]) at the prices poj and λok, J ˚k ppo,λoq is the set of BSs offering the maximum bang-per-
buck to user k. Thus, the conditions (21) and (24) imply that, at the optimum prices po and λo,
‚ the throughput of every user k should be equal to the maximum bang-per-buck value offered by
some BS in its neighborhood;
‚ every user k can have a strictly positive activity fraction to only those BSs which offer the maximum
bang-per-buck value, among the BSs in Jk (from which user k is allowed to get service).
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B. Solving for the Primal Variables
We now describe how to use the solution pp˚,λ˚q of the dual problem (15) to solve for the primal
variables. First we note that, using (12) and (14) we have
r˚k “
˜
max
j
#
Rk,j
p˚j ` λ˚k
+¸ρ
, @k P K . (25)
Hence, the optimal user throughputs are given by (25). In order to calculate the optimal association
configuration α˚ from pp˚,λ˚q, we can solve the KKT conditions. In particular, we can choose any
feasible association configuration α˚ satisfying
α˚k,j “ 0 @ j R J ˚k pp˚,λ˚q (26a)ÿ
j1PJ ˚k pp
˚,λ
˚
q
α˚k,j1Rk,j1 ą
˜
Rk,j
p˚j ` λ˚k
¸ρ
@ j R J ˚k pp˚,λ˚q (26b)
ÿ
j1PJ ˚k pp
˚,λ
˚
q
α˚k,j1Rk,j1 “
˜
Rk,j
p˚j ` λ˚k
¸ρ
@ j P J ˚k pp˚,λ˚q (26c)
p˚j
` ÿ
kPK
α˚k,j ´ Sj
˘ “ 0 @ j P J (26d)
λ˚k
` ÿ
jPJ
α˚k,j ´ 1
˘ “ 0 @ k P K. (26e)
However in practice, the dual subgradient algorithm yields dual variables that differ from their optimal
value by some very small numerical error, due to finite machine precision and finite number of iterations.
Hence, the system of KKT conditions above may not have a solution when p˚ and λ˚ are numerically
calculated. We therefore propose a numerically stable approach that always yields a feasible association
configuration and, in particular, yields the exact optimal α˚ when p˚ and λ˚ are exactly at their optimal
point (see Lemma 2 below).
As noticed before, the optimal throughput values r˚ are given by (25). Define the ratios rRk,j “ Rk,j{r˚k ,
and consider the quantities fkpαq “
ř
jPJk
αk,j rRk,j , for k P K. By construction, there exists an optimal
feasible association configuration α˚ such that fkpα˚q “ 1, i.e., there is an optimal point where the
(linear) functions fkp¨q are equal to 1, for all k P K. This suggests that α˚ can be found as the solution
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of the LP:
maximize θ (27a)
subject to θ ď fkpαq, @ k P K (27b)ÿ
kPK
αk,j ď Sj, @ j P J (27c)
ÿ
jPJ
αk,j ď 1, @ k P K (27d)
αk,j ě 0, @ k P K, j P J . (27e)
We have:
Lemma 2. If the throughputs r˚k given by (25) correspond to the exact optimal solution of the NUM
problem (7), then the solution of (27) is the corresponding optimal feasible association configuration.
Proof: Notice that (27) maximizes the minimum fkp¨q by maximizing a common lower bound θ
subject to the feasibility of the association configuration. Let pα denote the solution of p27q and let θmax “
mink fkppαq denote the achieved maximum value of the common lower bound. Since, by construction,
there exist a feasible configuration α˚ for which fkpα˚q “ 1 for all k P K, there are two possible cases:
1) θmax ă 1, or 2) θmax ě 1. Case 1) is impossible, otherwise pα could be improved to α˚, contradicting
the assumption that pα is the solution of (27). Case 2) can only hold with equality. In fact, if it held with
strict inequality, we would have fkppαq ą 1 for all k, implyingÿ
jPJk
pαkRk,j ą ÿ
jPJk
α˚kRk,j “ r˚k , @ k P K.
Since the network utility function Up¨q is componentwise increasing, this means that there exists a feasible
association configuration pα yielding better utility than the optimal α˚, thus leading to a contradiction. It
follows that it must be θmax “ 1 “ fkppαq for all k P K, implying pα “ α˚ since, by the system model
setup, Rk,j ą 0 for all j P Jk.
Remark 2. In order to derive a centralized association/scheduling policy that yields the activity fractions
that are the solution of (7), some association and activation sequences must be found with empirical
activity fractions converging (in the limit for T Ñ8) to α˚. Theorem 1 guarantees that this is possible.
However, finding such sequences is not easy in general. From the proof of Theorem 1 in Appendix B, we
can see that this is equivalent to finding integer scheduling configurations such that α˚ can be written
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as their convex combination. Unfortunately, this is again a combinatorial problem that may be hard to
solve in general. ♦
Motivated by this consideration, in the next section we study a class of schemes that yield unique asso-
ciation configurations and fully decentralized user-centric association/scheduling policies. Yet, somehow
surprisingly, these schemes are shown to perform close to the globally optimal centralized solution.
IV. DISTRIBUTED USER-CELL ASSOCIATION ALGORITHMS
In this section, we focus on user-cell association algorithms where each user makes its own association
decisions in a selfish way, i.e., based on its own user-centric utility function. In particular, we consider
a class of such schemes where the user-centric utility function is the user throughput, rk, and each BS
applies a local version of the NUM (7) in order to allocate its transmission resources (time-frequency
slots) among its associated users.
Letting Kj denote the set of users uniquely associated to BS j, the service policy at each BS j P J
solves the following local NUM problem:
maximize
ÿ
kPKj
φγpαk,jRk,jq (28a)
subject to
ÿ
kPKj
αk,j ď Sj, (28b)
0 ď αk,j ď 1, @ k P Kj. (28c)
The solution of this problem is given by:
Theorem 2. For γ ě 1 (i.e, ρ ď 1), without loss of generality assume that6
R
ρ´1
1,j ě Rρ´12,j ě . . . ě Rρ´1|Kj|,j. (29)
Setting Rρ´1
0,j “ 8 and Rρ´1|Kj|`1,j “ 0, let k˚ P t1, . . . , |Kj |u be such that
R
ρ´1
k˚´1,j ě
|Kj|ř
k“k˚
R
ρ´1
k,j
Sj ´ k˚ ` 1 ą R
ρ´1
k˚,j. (30)
6If this is not the case, the users must be sorted in non-increasing order with respect to the values Rρ´1k,j by some permutation
pi, and the statement of the theorem is valid by replacing the user index k with its permuted version pipkq.
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Then, the solution of (28) is given by
αk,j “
$’’&’’%
1, for 1 ď k ď k˚ ´ 1
pSj´k˚`1qR
ρ´1
k,j
|Kj |ř
k“k˚
R
ρ´1
k,j
for k˚ ď k ď |Kj | (31)
Proof: The proof is given in Appendix C. Here, we just note that an index k˚ satisfying (30) always
exists. When this is not unique (e.g., in the case |Kj | “ Sj and ρ “ 1), any choice of k˚ satisfying (30)
yields the same optimal value of the objective function.
Remark 3. For the particularly important case of PF (γ “ 1) the solution of Theorem 2 reduces to:
αk,j “
$&%
Sj
|Kj|
, @ k P Kj if Sj ď |Kj |
1 @ k P Kj if Sj ą |Kj |
(32)
♦
Remark 4. Under the condition
SjR
ρ´1
k,jř
k1PKj
R
ρ´1
k1,j
ď 1, @ j P J and k P Kj , (33)
the solution of Theorem 2 simplifies to:
αk,j “
SjR
ρ´1
k,jř
k1PKj
R
ρ´1
k1,j
, @ k P Kj . (34)
The term
ř
k1PKj
R
ρ´1
k1,j in the denominator of (34) can be interpreted as a measure of the load of BS j.
For example, for the case of proportional fairness this quantity is simply equal to |Kj |, i.e., the number
of users uniquely associated with BS j. Condition (33) shall be referred to as the heavy load condition.
Since we are interested in the performance of the network in heavy load conditions,7 in the following we
shall assume that (33) holds for all BSs j P J . ♦
Since the activity fractions tαk,ju are fixed by the local NUM policy (34), we shall not distinguish any
longer between the partition and the induced unique association configuration. In particular, we have:
7If the network is lightly loaded, some spatial dimensions at some BSs may be under-utilized, meaning that not all the
downlink streams need to be used at each slot time. In this case, the network has more downlink capacity than needed, and
other problems beyond NUM become relevant, as for example the transmit power minimization subject to given target per-user
throughputs (see for example [29]). This non-heavy-loaded regime is not the focus of this paper, and its study in the context of
massive MIMO is left for future work.
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Definition 7. Valid partition: A partition tKj : j P J u of the user set K is valid if it corresponds
to a feasible unique association configuration. In particular, the corresponding association vector j has
components jk P Jk defined by jk “ j ô k P Kj , for all k P K. ♦
For a given valid partition tKju, the throughput of any user k is given by rk “ αk,jkRk,jk .
A. User-centric association games
Following [23], the user-centric association algorithms considered in this work can be studied in the
framework of non-cooperative association games. In particular, the normal-form association game is
defined by:
‚ Players: the users k P K.
‚ Action space: each user k has an action set Jk where action jk P Jk corresponds to the decision
of user k to associate uniquely to BS jk. Therefore, the joint action set of all users is the Cartesian
product A “ J1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ JK .
‚ Payoff functions: the payoff function of user k is its throughput rk “ αk,jkRk,jk , where Rk,jk is a
fixed value that depends on the massive MIMO downlink scheme employed (see Appendix A), and
αk,jk is given by (34).
Since according to (34) αk,j is a function of Kj , it follows that the user throughputs rk are functions of
the joint action j P A, i.e., the payoff functions are maps rk : AÑ R`. In order to stress this dependency,
we shall use the notation rkpjq.
A unique association configuration j “ pj1, . . . , jKq is said to be a pure Nash equilibrium if, for all
k P K, we have rk pj1, . . . , jk, . . . , jKq ě rk pj1, . . . , j, . . . , jKq for any j P Jk. In other words, no user
has an incentive to change unilaterally its association while all other users stay unchanged.
Before discussing a specific user centric algorithm in terms of its on-line decentralized implementation,
let’s examine the global optimality properties of the Nash equilibria of the related association game defined
above. Suppose that there exists a valid partition tKj : j P J u for which (33) holds and such that:
SjkR
ρ
k,jkř
k1PKjk
R
ρ´1
k1,jk
ą SℓR
ρ
k,ℓř
k1PKℓ
R
ρ´1
k1,ℓ
, @ k P K, and ℓ P Jk with ℓ ‰ jk. (35)
Then, setting the dual variables of the global NUM problem as
p˚j “
¨˝
1
Sj
ÿ
k1PKj
R
ρ´1
k1,j
‚˛1{ρ , and λ˚k “ 0, (36)
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we can easily verify that the KKT conditions (26) are satisfied with
α˚k,j “
$’&’%
SjR
ρ´1
k,jř
k1PKj
R
ρ´1
k1,j
for j “ jk
0 for j ‰ jk,
which coincide with (34) and, using (25), yield the user throughputs r˚k “
ˆ
Rk,jk
p˚jk
˙ρ
“ SjkR
ρ
k,jkř
k1PKjk
R
ρ´1
k1,jk
.
Obviously, these throughputs are the same obtained by applying the local NUM policy (solution of (28))
at each BS j, under the unique association given by tKj : j P J u. Since the KKT conditions are necessary
and sufficient, we conclude that the valid partition tKj : j P J u combined with the local NUM policy
(34) yields a globally optimal unique association configuration for the network-wide NUM problem (7).
Also, notice that the inequalities (35) imply the pure-strategy Nash equilibrium
SjkR
ρ
k,jkř
k1PKjk
R
ρ´1
k1,jk
ě SℓR
ρ
k,ℓ
R
ρ´1
k,ℓ `
ř
k1PKℓ
R
ρ´1
k1,ℓ
, @ k P K, and ℓ P Jk with ℓ ‰ jk. (37)
Summarizing, we have proved:
Lemma 3. If a valid partition tKj : j P J u satisfies (33) and (35), then the corresponding association
j is a pure-strategy Nash equilibrium of the decentralized association game. Furthermore, such Nash
equilibrium corresponds to the global optimum of the network-wide NUM problem (7). 
Now, suppose that the association game has a pure-strategy Nash equilibrium. Hence, there exists a
unique association j such that (37) holds. Arguing in the reverse direction of the argument leading to
Lemma 3, we observe that if the heavy-loaded condition (33) holds, then the KKT conditions (26) of
the global problem are “almost” satisfied. For example, in the case PF (γ “ 1), the Nash equilibrium
conditions are given by
SjkRk,jk
|Kjk |
ě SℓRk,ℓ|Kℓ| ` 1 , @ k P K, and ℓ P Jk with ℓ ‰ jk. (38)
When |Kj | ą Sj " 1 for all j P J (heavy-loaded system, typical in the case of massive MIMO networks),
we have that the “+1” in the denominator of the promised rate terms is negligible with respect to the set
size |Kℓ|, and therefore the Nash equilibrium condition and the KKT conditions (26) almost coincide.
This means that, for heavy-loaded systems, a decentralized user-centric system operating at its Nash
equilibrium is also very close to the global optimum of the network-wide NUM problem.
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B. User-centric decentralized on-line algorithms
For a decentralized on-line implementation of the user-centric association scheme, several variants
have been proposed. 8 Here, and in our simulations, we restrict to a very simple scheme that requires
only local information at the users. In practice this can be easily obtained from the BSs through the
“beacon-stuffing” approach [43], where each BS advertises the required information while broadcasting
its beacon signal. In the proposed scheme, starting from a current association j, each user k compares
its current throughput rkpjq with the highest promised throughput
prk “ max
ℓPJkzjk
αk,ℓRk,ℓ, (39)
where αk,ℓ is given by (31). If prk ą rkpjq, then user k changes its association to BS pℓ achieving the max
in (39), with some fixed probability π P p0, 1q. Otherwise, user k keeps its current association.
This algorithm evolves according to a discrete-time Markov Chain, with state space A (i.e., the joint
action space of the related association game). Since A is a finite set and since every state has a self-
transition of positive probability, the chain is aperiodic. Furthermore, it is immediate to see that the
pure-strategy Nash equilibria of the game are absorbing states. If any state j P A communicate with a
each equilibrium (i.e., there is a path of positive probability from j to a Nash equilibrium state), then the
only persistent classes are the Nash equilibria and all other states are transients. In this case, we have
that the algorithm converges to a Nash equilibrium with probability 1.
An improvement path in the association game consists of a sequence of unique association config-
urations j, each differing from the preceding one in a single component only, such that the change of
strategy in that component increases the throughput of the corresponding user. If every improvement path
is finite, then the game is said to have the finite improvement path property, which implies that any state
communicates with a Nash equilibrium state (see [23] and references therein). For γ “ 1 (PF) and γ Ñ8
(HF), it is known that such property holds [23], implying that the user-centric decentralized association
algorithm converges with probability 1 to a pure-strategy Nash equilibrium. For what was said before,
this Nash equilibrium is very close to the global NUM optimum, when the network is in the heavy-
loaded condition (33). This is confirmed by extensive simulations, some of which are reported in Section
V. Furthermore, we always observed convergence also for other values of γ P p1,8q. Therefore, we
conjecture that pure-strategy Nash equilibria exist with high probability for random network topologies
8For example, [23] discusses also the case where two subsets of BSs operate according to different local NUM policies; one
subset operates according to PF (equal air-time) and another subset operates according to HF (equal throughput).
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and arbitrary fairness factor γ, although proving the finite improvement path property has been, so far,
elusive.
Remark 5. In practice, networks have a (slowly) time-varying topology due to user motion across the
coverage area, and transitions due to users joining or leaving the system. Hence, the association must
be continuously updated. We notice that the user-centric randomized scheme proposed here, with positive
switch probability π, is naturally suited to this purpose, allowing association switching as the user peak
rates evolve in time due to user mobility or the BSs load changes due to users joining or leaving the
system. Also, it is practical to introduce some hysteresis in order to prevent too frequent association
switches (which incur some protocol cost) and too wild fluctuations of the user peak rates. However,
these practical considerations go beyond the scope of this paper. ♦
V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this section we present a comparative evaluation of the user-centric load-balancing scheme considered
in this paper, and a heuristic scheme based on maximum peak-rate association. In particular, there is no
“standard” commonly accepted way to perform user-BS association in a network employing multiuser
MIMO. Here, as a term of comparison we have chosen a naive maximum peak rate association scheme,
i.e., user k associates with BS jpkq “ argmaxjPJk Rk,j . In the massive MIMO regime, the user peak
rates converge to the deterministic limit (45) which depends only on the individual user SINR terms
(44) or (43), which can be assumed to be known. Hence, the Max peak-rate association scheme can be
easily implemented in the massive MIMO case. After the users associate with the BSs using the Max
peak-rate decision, the BSs locally implement the γ-fairness policy according to (31). We remark that
the Max-RSRP scheme mentioned in Section I does not apply since, in general, the SINR achieved by
any user with multiuser MIMO downlink spatial multiplexing depends on the channel matrix realization
and on the set of simultaneously scheduled users.
A. Experiment 1
In this experiment, we consider a network topology formed by a 900mˆ1800m rectangular region with
several small-cell BSs and two macro BSs whose locations are fixed throughout all of the simulation
runs. As shown in Fig. 1, the two macro BSs (indicated by the ˝) are located in the centers of the two
900mˆ900m square sub-regions comprising the 900mˆ1800m rectangular area, and 40 small cell BSs
(indicated by ˝’s) are uniformly distributed in the region. The number of users (indicated by ˚’s) and their
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locations change across different simulation runs, and are generated according to a non-homogeneous
Poisson point process with higher density in a central region around each of the Macro BSs, as shown
in Fig.1.
200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
Num. of SCs: 34  Num. of UEs: 5995 
Fig. 1: Wireless network with 2 Macro BSs and several small cell BSs
The macro BS has M “ 100 antennas and serves user sets of size S “ 10, with 46dBm transmission
power. Each small-cell BS has M “ 40 antennas and serves user sets of size S “ 4, with transmission
power of 35dBm. The pathloss from the macro BS to a user and from a small-cell BS to a user is given
by 1
1`p d
40
q3.5
and by 1
1`p d
40
q4
, respectively9, with d representing the BS-user distance (assuming a torus
wrap-around model to avoid boundary effects).
We calculate the peak rates Rk,j using the formulas (45) and (44) for ZFBF with pilot contamination.
We assume that each Macro BS uses the same set of S “ 10 pilots which are mutually orthogonal while
the small cell BSs use a different set of S “ 4 pilots which are mutually orthogonal.
In Figs. 2a-2d, we compare the performance of the proposed centralized and distributed algorithms
with the Max peak-rate association scheme. We choose a constant switching probability π “ 0.1 when
simulating the distributed algorithm. For every realization of the layout similar to Fig. 1, we calculate
the throughput statistics 1) the 5% percentile throughput, 2) the geometric mean of user throughputs
and 3) the arithmetic mean of user throughputs and then plot the CDFs of these quantities over 100
9A greater pathloss exponent (4) is used for small-cell BSs, in order to take into account the fact that the macro-BS antennas
are at higher elevation.
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realizations for the case of γ “ 1 (PF scheduling) in Figs. 2a, 2c and 2b respectively. We have run
the centralized solution computed via the method in Section III and, remarkably, the performance of
the randomized distributed user-centric algorithm is almost indistinguishable from the performance of
the (optimal) centralized solution, as we have argued to hold for highly-loaded systems in Section IV.
Furthermore, in Fig. 2d, we compare the performance of the distributed algorithm with the Max peak-
rate scheme by calculating the ratio between the throughput statistic of the distributed algorithm and
the throughput statistic of the Max peak-rate for every realization and then plot the CDF of the ratio
over 100 realizations. Fig. 2d reveals the fact that distributed algorithm results in superior performance
in terms of the 5% percentile throughput, and the geometric mean. For instance, half of the realizations
observe more than 30% gain in 5 percentile throughput with the distributed algorithm over the Max peak-
rate scheme. Nevertheless, the Max peak-rate achieves higher average throughput, since the PF fairness
function imposes to serve all users in a proportionally fair way across the network, while Max peak-rate
does not.
Experiment 2: 3GPP HetNet Model
In this experiment, we conduct simulations in a more realistic network topology as shown in Fig. 3
which is compliant with the layout specified for small cell heterogenous networks in 3GPP standardization
[13]. In particular, we have a cellular layout with 7 Macro cells (indicated by the ˝) with each macro cell
consisting of 3 hot zones. A hot zone is a geographical area where the concentration of users (indicated
by the green `’s) is much higher than the rest of the layout. Within each hot zone, there are 4 small
cells (indicated by the red ˝’s) randomly dropped in order to meet the high traffic demands in the hot
zone. Note that the model we use to drop the small cells and the users is exactly compliant with the
parameters provided in the 3GPP standardization document [13]. The Macro/small cell powers and the
pathloss models used in this experiment are identical to those used in Experiment 1.
We calculate the peak rates Rk,j using the formulas (45) and (44) for ZFBF with pilot contamination.
We assume that each Macro BS uses the same set of 10 pilots which are mutually orthogonal. Furthermore,
we assume that the pilots used by the small cell BSs are orthogonal with the 10 pilots used by the Macro
BSs. Moreover, within each hot zone, 16 mutually orthogonal pilots are used; 4 pilots each for each of
the small cell BSs in the hot zone. These 16 pilots are then re-used in every hot zone of the layout.
As in Experiment 1, we run the distributed algorithm and the Max peak-rate scheme with γ “ 1
(proportional fairness) for 100 different realizations of the 3GPP layout of Fig. 3 wherein the locations
of the users, hot zones and the small cell BSs are generated randomly for each realization in compliance
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Fig. 2: Performance comparison of various algorithms for γ “ 1 and the layout of Fig. 1.
with 3GPP specifications while the locations of the Macro BSs remain fixed. Similar to Experiment 1,
we compare the performance of the distributed algorithm and the Max peak-rate scheme by plotting the
CDF of the throughput statistics. From Fig. 4, we notice that the distributed algorithm provides ě 25%
gain over Max peak-rate in terms of the 5 percentile throughput for about 50% of the realizations.
Finally, in Fig. 5, we compare the performance of the proposed user-centric distributed algorithm with
the Max peak-rate scheme for the layout in Fig. 3 in terms of load balancing across various BSs. For
every BS j, we first calculate the load which is the number of users |Kj | uniquely associated with BS
j. Then, we plot in Fig. 5 the per-BS load for the macro and the small cell BSs, where within each set
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Fig. 3: A 3GPP HetNet scenario with small cell BSs deployed in hot zones
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Fig. 4: Comparison of the proposed distributed algorithm and Max peak-rate in terms of the throughput statistics: 5 percentile
rate, arithmetic mean rate and geometric mean rate, for γ “ 1 and the layout of Fig. 3.
we sort the BSs in decreasing load order. The superior performance of the proposed algorithm can be
qualitatively appreciated from Fig. 5 by observing that the load achieved by our scheme is more evenly
balanced, both across the two tiers, and within BSs of the same tier.
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Fig. 5: Load distribution: proposed distributed algorithm vs. Max peak-rate association.
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APPENDIX A
MASSIVE MIMO USER RATES
While the results and the schemes presented in this paper hold for any network characterized by a
set of user instantaneous rates tRk,ju and BS spatial multiplexing constraints tSju, it is worthwhile to
specifically connect our treatment to massive MIMO performance analysis. The rate formulas presented
here can be obtained, albeit at the cost of some effort, by particularizing the results found in several
papers (in particular, see [3]–[5]). For the sake of completeness, we restate some massive MIMO rate
analysis results in a unified notation consistent with this paper.
One use of the (complex discrete-time baseband) channel observed at the k-th user receiving antenna
can be represented as
yk,j “
ÿ
jPJ
?
gk,jh
H
k,jxj ` zk, (40)
where gk,j P R` denotes the large-scale channel power-gain coefficient between user k and BS j,
comprising distance-dependent pathloss and shadowing, xj P CMj is the transmit signal vector of BS j,
zk „ CN p0, N0q is the additive Gaussian noise sample at receiver k, and hk,j is the Mj-dimensional
channel vector, formed by the small-scale fading coefficients. We assume i.i.d. Rayleigh fading, such that
hk,j has i.i.d. elements „ CN p0, 1q. The transmitted signals are constrained by Er}xj}2s ď Pj , where Pj
denotes the transmit power of BS j. BS j sends Sj downlink data streams in each scheduling resource
block. We let νj “ Sj{Mj denote the spatial load (number of downlink streams per BS antenna). With
linear multiuser MIMO precoding, each base station serving users Sj Ă K with |Sj | “ Sj forms its
transmitted signal as xj “
ř
kPSj
vk,jdk, where tdku are mutually uncorrelated zero-mean data symbols
with the same per-symbol average energy for all k P Sj (we assume equal power per stream at each BS).
The precoding vectors tvk,j : k P Sku are computed by BS j as a function of its Channel State
Information (CSI). We follow the CSI estimation scheme based on TDD with uplink-downlink (uplink-
downlink) reciprocity as in [3] adapted to the heterogeneous network at hand. Assuming block-fading,
constant over time-frequency coherence blocks of T channel uses, and letting maxtSju ď Q ď T
denote the uplink pilot dimension, the CSI is obtained by letting the active users in each cell send
their uplink pilot signals on the first Q symbols on each slot. Then, downlink data transmission takes
place in the remaining T ´Q symbols. We index the set of mutually orthogonal pilot signals by the set
Q “ t1, . . . , Qu. Pilot signals are distributed across the BSs such that BS j is given a subset Qpjq Ď Q of
size |Qpjq| “ Sj of mutually orthogonal pilots. We denote by qpkq the pilot index of user k. In particular,
if k P Sj , then qpkq P Qpjq. Also, we let J pqq Ď J denote the set of BSs which make use of pilot signal
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q, i.e., J pqq “ tj P J : q P Qpjqu. The pilot signal allocation, defined equivalently by the ensembles of
sets tQpjq : j P J u or tJ pqq : q P Qu, is optimized in some suitable way depending on the topology
of the network (see for example [5] for a thorough analysis of optimized pilot reuse schemes). Here,
we provide formulas that hold for any pilot allocation of the type considered in [3]–[5], i.e., where each
cell is given a set of mutually orthogonal pilot signals, and sets of different cells may have non-empty
intersection (leading to pilot contamination). The specific optimization of the pilot allocation across base
stations, in a multicell scenario, is well beyond the scope of this paper.
The uplink signal block received at BS j during the uplink training phase is given by
Yulj “
ÿ
ℓPJ
ÿ
kPSℓ
?
gk,jhk,jξ
H
qpkq ` Zulj , (41)
where ξq P CQ is the q-th pilot signal and Zulj P CMjˆQ with i.i.d. elements „ CN p0, N0q. We follow
the CSI estimation approach given in [3], where BS j obtains the estimate of the downlink channel
vector for user k P Sj up to a real positive scaling factor and some bias additive terms known as pilot
contamination by projecting Yulj along the pilot signal vector ξqpkq. Pilot contamination is due to the
fact that, since T is limited by the channel coherence time and bandwidth, then Q cannot be arbitrarily
large. Hence, the Q mutually orthogonal pilot signals must be reused by several BSs. In particular, the
CSI estimate for user k P Sj , given by10
phk,j “ Yulj ξqpkq}ξqpkq}2 “
ÿ
k1:qpk1q“qpkq
?
gk1,jhk1,j ` rzulk,j, (42)
contains the linear combination of the channels from all users k1 using the same pilot signal qpkq (where
k P Sj and the other k1 ‰ k are active in other cells) to BS j.
The most popular and simplest multiuser MIMO downlink precoding methods, widely analyzed and also
implemented in practice, are conjugate beamforming (CBF) [3] and zero-forcing beamforming (ZFBF)
[4], [5].
User SINR with CBF: Particularizing the analysis in [5, Th. 1] to the notation and CSI estimation
given above, we find that the Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) at user k receiver served by
BS j under the system assumptions given above, for large Mj and νj “ Sj{Mj , is closely approximated
10We let rzulk,j “ Zulj ξqpkq}ξqpkq}´2 denote the projected noise vector with i.i.d. components „ CN p0, σ2q, where σ2 ∆“ N0QPu
and where Pu denotes the energy per symbol of the uplink pilot signals.
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(in the sense of Lemma 1) by the deterministic quantity:
SINRk,j “
g2k,jSNRj{νj
η `
ÿ
ℓPJ
gk,ℓSNRℓ `
ÿ
ℓPJ pqpkqq :ℓ‰j
g2k,ℓSNRℓ{νℓ
, (43)
where SNRj
∆“ Pj{N0, and where η ě 1 is a normalization factor, common to all BSs, chosen to
ensure that the transmit power constraint is not violated by any BS [3]. In practice, η can be adjusted
adaptively by measuring the transmit power at each BS (which is a function of the precoding vectors and,
as a consequence, of the estimated channel vectors (42)) averaged over a suitably chosen time window.
Notice also that in the limit of infinite antennas and finite number of downlink streams, i.e., νj Ñ 0 for
all j, the choice of η becomes irrelevant, and the SINR converges to the well-known massive MIMO
expression SINRk,j “ g
2
k,jř
ℓPJ pqpkqq :ℓ‰j
g2k,ℓ
, in the symmetric case where SNRj and νj are identical for all
BS, as derived in [3].
User SINR with ZFBF: Particularizing the analysis in [5, Th. 2], we find that the Signal to Interference
plus Noise Ratio (SINR) at user k receiver served by BS j under the system assumptions given above,
for large Mj and νj “ Sj{Mj , is closely approximated (in the sense of Lemma 1) by the deterministic
quantity:
SINRk,j “
p1´ νjqg2k,jSNRj{νj
η ` σ2gk,jSNRj `
ÿ
ℓPJ :ℓ‰j
gk,ℓSNRℓ `
ÿ
ℓPJ pqpkqq :ℓ‰j
p1´ νℓqg2k,ℓSNRℓ{νℓ
. (44)
Comparing (44) with (43) we notice that the effect of ZFBF consists of decreasing the beamforming gain
and the pilot contamination effect by the quantity p1´ νjq, due to zero-forcing precoding, and reducing
the intra-cell interference from gk,jSNRj to σ2gk,jSNRj . In fact, in the case of ideal channel estimation
(i.e., σ2 “ 0), the intra-cell interference with ZFBF is exactly zero. Notice also that, in the limit of
νj Ñ 0 for all j, the SINRs with ZFBF and CBF coincide, confirming the fact that CBF and ZFBF are
equivalent in the regime of very large antennas and finite number of users per BS [3].
User instantaneous rates: At this point, assuming Gaussian codebooks and taking into account that the
downlink data transmission phase takes place on T ´Q ą 0 dimensions, for each slot of T dimensions,
the user rates expressed in bit/dimension are given by
Rk,j “ p1´Q{T q log2 p1` SINRk,jq . (45)
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APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
We represent the network by a bipartite graph G “ pJ ,K, Eq where J is the set of BS nodes, K is
the set of user nodes, and E “ J ˆK is the set of edges indicating possible association (for simplicity,
here we let Jk “ J @ k). An integer scheduling configuration corresponds to a collection of edges
F Ď E , such that each BS j P J is incident to at most Sj edges in F , while each user k is incident to
at most one edge in F . When Sj “ 1 @ j P J , an integer scheduling configuration F corresponds to
a matching in G. For Sj ą 1, we can think of an integer scheduling configuration F as a generalized
matching. We now associate a point in R|E| to every integer scheduling configuration F . For this purpose,
given an integer scheduling configuration F , let its incidence vector be σ where σk,j “ 1 if pk, jq P F
and 0 otherwise. Let Ω denote the set of incidence vectors where each incidence vector corresponds to
an integer scheduling configuration. By time-sharing among such integer scheduling configurations, any
feasible association configuration in the convex hull of Ω can be achieved in the sense of long-term time
average. Let
P 1 “ cohpΩq (46)
denote the convex polytope obtained by taking the convex hull of the points in Ω. Also, let P denote the
convex polytope corresponding to the set of linear constraints (7c)–(7e), i.e., containing all the feasible
association configurations. The relation between the convex polytopes P and P 1 is not clear a priori. If one
could show that P “ P 1, then any feasible association configuration can be realized by first expressing
the vector of user activity fractions as a convex combination of integer scheduling configurations in Ω,
and then time sharing the transmission slots among those configurations with scheduling dictated by
the convex combination (see the observation made before Theorem 1 in Section II-B). Hence, proving
P “ P 1 implies the proof of Theorem 1. We shall prove this assertion by showing that both the relations
P Ď P 1 and P 1 Ď P hold.
Proposition 1. P 1 Ď P .
Proof: Consider any integer scheduling configuration σ P Ω. It is easy to check that σ satisfies the
constraints (7c)–(7e). Thus, Ω Ď P holds and since P is a convex polytope, P 1 “ cohpΩq is also a subset
of P .
Proposition 2. P Ď P 1.
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We state a series of lemmas which provide a proof of Proposition 2. While we give proofs for
certain lemmas, the other lemmas are well known and the reader is referred to the relevant literature
in combinatorial optimization (see [44], [45] for example). The goal is to show that the set of extreme
points (vertices) of P is included in the set of incidence vectors of integer scheduling configurations Ω.
Once this is shown, we have our result since P “ cohpextpP qq Ď cohpΩq “ P 1 where extpP q is the set
of the extreme points of P . We re-write P , i.e., the constraints (7c)–(7e) as:
P “
$’’’&’’’%α :
»———–
J
K
´I
fiffiffiffiflα ď
»———–
s
1
0
fiffiffiffifl
,///.///- “ tα : Aα ď bu, (47)
where A “
»——–
J
K
´I
fiffiffifl and b “
»——–
s
1
0
fiffiffifl. Here, J is a matrix of dimensions |J | ˆ |E | with elements in the binary
set t0, 1u, where columns are indexed by edges in E and the rows are indexed by the BSs in J . Each
column has exactly one 1 corresponding to the BS on which the edge is incident. s is a |J | ˆ 1 column
vector with elements Sj @ j P J . Similarly, K is a matrix of dimensions |K| ˆ |E | with elements in
t0, 1u, where columns are again indexed by the edges in E and the rows are indexed by the users in K.
Again, each column has exactly one 1, corresponding to the user on which the edge is incident. 1 is a
|K| ˆ 1 all-1 column vector. I is the |E | ˆ |E | identity matrix. Note that G “
»– J
K
fifl is the incidence
matrix of the bipartite graph G, i.e., G is a matrix of dimensions p|J |` |K|qˆ|E | and elements in t0, 1u,
where columns are indexed by edges in E and each column has exactly two 1’s, corresponding to the
two vertices of the edge (one vertex in J and the other in K).
Definition 8. Extreme Point: A point v in P is said to be an extreme point of P if it cannot be expressed
as a convex combination of points in P ztvu.
Let v be an extreme point of the convex polytope P given by (47). Then, v must satisfy the following
lemmas:
Lemma 4. There are |E | constraints in Aα ď b which are tight at v, i.e., aTi v “ bi @ i P t1, . . . , |E |u
and in addition, a1, . . . ,a|E| are linearly independent.
Proof: Consider T “ taj : aTj v “ bju. If dimpspanpT qq ă |E |, then there exists d ‰ 0 such that
d is orthogonal to spanpT q, i.e., for all aj P T , aTj d “ 0 and therefore aTj pv ˘ ǫdq “ aTj v “ bj . For
all other constraints, v satisfies strict inequality, i.e., aTi v ă bi, so there is some sufficiently small ǫ ą 0
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such that aTi pv` ǫdq ď bi and aTi pv´ ǫdq ď bi. This means that v` ǫd and v´ ǫd are in P which in
turn implies that v “ 1
2
pv` ǫdq` 1
2
pv´ ǫdq is expressed as a convex combination of two other feasible
points. This contradicts the fact that v is an extreme point.
Lemma 5. v is the unique solution to the |E | constraints which are tight from Lemma 4.
Proof: The set of |E | linear equations from Lemma 4 is a rank |E | system of linear equations in |E |
dimensions. Thus, v is the unique solution to the system.
It follows that every extreme point (or vertex) of P is a unique solution to the linear system obtained
from the tightness of |E | constraints in the set of constraints Aα ď b.
Definition 9. Totally Unimodular Matrix: A matrix G is said to be totally unimodular if every square
submatrix of G has determinant 0, `1 or ´1.
Lemma 6. For all bipartite graphs G, the incidence matrix G is totally unimodular.
Lemma 7. If G is totally unimodular, then
»– G
´I
fifl is totally unimodular.
See [44] for proofs of Lemmas 6 and 7. In particular, the incidence matrix G “
»– J
K
fifl of the bipartite
graph G is totally unimodular from Lemma 6.
Let v be a vertex of P . From Lemmas 4 and 5, there exists a rank |E | square submatrix A1 of A such
that A1v “ b1 and v is the unique solution to the system.
Lemma 8. v is an integer vector and is in the set of integer scheduling configurations Ω.
Proof: A1 is a full rank square submatrix of
»– G
´I
fifl and since
»– G
´I
fifl is totally unimodular from
Lemma 7, we have that det A1 “ ˘1. Now by Cramer’s rule, we have the i-th component vi of v as:
vi “ detpA
1
i|b1q
detpA1q (48)
where A1i|b1 is A1 with the i-th column replaced by b1. Note that b has all integer elements, implying
that b1 is an integer vector. Thus, with b1 being an integer vector and detpA1q “ ˘1, we conclude that
vi is an integer. Now, given that v is an integer vector and it satisfies (7c)–(7e), the only possible way
for which this can happen is that v is an integer scheduling configuration, i.e., v P Ω. This concludes
the proof of Proposition 2.
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APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
The Lagrangian corresponding to (28) is
qLpαj , µq “ ÿ
kPKj
pαk,jRk,jq1´γ
1´ γ ´ µp
ÿ
kPKj
αk,j ´ Sjq (49)
where αj “ pα1,j , . . . , α|Kj |,jq and µ ě 0. Since we assume γ ě 1, the optimal αj must have strictly
positive components. (see Remark 1). By taking the partial derivative of (49) with respect to αk,j , we
obtain the necessary and sufficient KKT conditions for optimality in the form
αk,j ď
R
ρ´1
k,j
µρ
(50)
where (50) must hold with equality for the variables αk,j which are strictly less than 1 at the optimal
solution. In addition, (28b) must hold with equality since all resources are exhausted at the optimal
solution, i.e., ÿ
kPKj
αk,j “ Sj (51)
Using the ordering (29) in (50), we obtain an explicit expression of the optimal αj in terms of the
Lagrangian multiplier µ as
αk,j “
$&% 1, for 1 ď k ď k˚ ´ 1Rρ´1k,j
µρ
for k˚ ď k ď |Kj |
(52)
where k˚ P t1, . . . , |Kj |u is such that Rρ´1k˚´1,j ě µρ ą Rρ´1k˚,j . Substituting (52) in (51), we can solve for
µ and get
µρ “
|Kj|ř
k“k˚
R
ρ´1
k,j
Sj ´ k˚ ` 1 . (53)
Substituting (53) in (52), we finally obtain (31).
By the sufficiency of the KKT conditions, the value of k˚ can be found as follows: the condition
R
ρ´1
k˚´1,j ě µρ ą Rρ´1k˚,j with µρ given by (53) is sequentially tested for tentative values of k˚ “ 1, 2, 3, . . .
and the search is stopped (and the corresponding k˚ is chosen) as soon as this condition is satisfied.
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